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CRIEFF PART 2
- AN EXTRA 4 DAYS
+DYLQJ MXVW VSHQW GD\V ULGLQJ WKH &ULHII
&ORYHUOHDI ZZZ FORYHUOHDI VFRW DQG QRW
KDYLQJ WR UXVK EDFN IRU ZRUN , GHFLGHG WR
stay on for a few more days exploring the
Highlands and Islands of Scotland with
6WHYH 6WDLQHV ZKR ERRNHG H[WUD KROLGD\ VR
he could join me along with Kona Macphee
IURP &ULHII ZKR IDQFLHG D FDPSLQJ WULS

A

s on previous trips I chose to use John
Fergusson’s ‘The Motorcyclist’s Guide
to Scotland’ which is excellent. I know some
people will say you don’t need a guide book
just go and ride. For me though it helps with
planning and lets you get the most out of an
area so you don’t miss any highlights as well
as giving you an insight into the history of the
area.
The initial plan was to ride from Crieff to Oban
but to make use of Route 11 Tyndrum, Crinan
and Seil which would get us to Oban and the
ferry terminal for Mull where we hoped to be
able to wild camp at Lochbuie, close to the
beach. This worked well, although it did get
very exciting riding over dinner plate sized
stones that seemed to want to eat your front
wheel as we made our way along the beach
to a grassy camping spot. The ride to Oban
was stunning and I would go as far as to say
it was one of the best I have ever done. It was
GVMM PG JOUFSFTU GSPN TUBSU UP mOJTI $SJOBO XBT
atmospheric with its lochs leading out into

the Sound of Jura. Heading back north then
turning off towards the coast again you cross
‘the bridge over the Atlantic’ which many
people believe to have been designed by
Thomas Telford, however, it was actually John
Stevenson of Oban who originally designed it
and Robert Milne was the engineer who built
it. It makes for a pleasant stop and the pub is
very inviting on a warm late spring day. We
arrived in Oban with plenty of time to spare so
made the obligatory visit to the sea food stall
OFYU UP UIF UJDLFU PGmDF 5IJT JT UIF GSFTIFTU
and best value place I know of and certainly
doesn’t disappoint.
Arriving on Mull, and using Route 13 as a
guide, we headed for Lochbuie which has
plenty of camping spots, toilets and a water
tap. The views over the Loch are incredible
and watching the sun go down with a small
glass (or plastic mug) of the hard stuff is
something to savour. We hadn’t realised
that Kona was so partial to Malt or we would
have brought another bottle or two!!! In the
morning it didn’t take too long to get packed
and set off for Iona which is another place not
to be missed. The short ferry ride over to the
island is frequent and the scenery and history
make the tip worthwhile. We even bumped
JO UP #FO 'PHMF XIP XBT EPJOH TPNF mMNJOH
on the island. As we left we decided to try
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for the last ferry leaving from Tobermory to
Kilchoan which would save us a couple of
hours and mean we wouldn’t need to get up
BU TJMMZ P DMPDL UP NBLF UIF mSTU GFSSZ PGG UIF
island. The roads had been quite challenging
with jaw dropping and stunning scenery in all
directions.
The ferry left at around 1900 and had our
three bikes and two vans as passengers. The
crew were very nice as usual and quite happy
to have a chat to see what we were up to. As
we arrived it started to rain so we decided
to try a real campsite. We shouldn’t have
bothered. It was the idea of a warm shower
that had drawn us in, however, these were
closed! The views back across the water to
Mull did make up for it and playing the Skye
Boat song on the beach was very uplifting to
me, I’m not sure if anyone else enjoyed it.

I had combined Route 16 Ardnamuchan,
and the road to the Isles with Route 10 The
Campsie Fells and the Trossachs to make
a long day’s ride. The fantastic roads and
stunning scenery made the whole day a
joy. As we neared Callander we decided to
change plans and head back to Crieff and
stay at Kona’s house. Kona took over the
lead and showed us more of the brilliant
roads that Crieff has to offer. How she
whittled the roads down to those on the
website I’ll never know as there seems to be
a never ending supply of them and certainly
enough to draw you back again and
again. I am planning to head back
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up to Crieff before too long to do the mini
Cloverleaf as those roads look as good as
UIF BMM EBZ SPVUFT 0VS mOBM OJHIU XBT WFSZ
HPPE XJUI mTI BOE IBHHJT TVQFST XBTIFE
down with beer and of course some of
Kona’s favourite Malt.
As we left in the morning and followed the
second half of the Southern route we were
both struck by how friendly and welcoming
everyone we had met had been. The riding
was superb, the scenery and wildlife stunning
and all on our door step, well nearly.
I will certainly be venturing back up north
before too long as everything about Scotland
works perfectly for me. Having nearly 20
hours of daylight during the summer months
means I might even be able to get to walk a
few hills as well.
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